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By Joanne Arnott

Ronsdale Press, Canada, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. A
Night for the Lady explores the terrain of poetry conversation. Each poem arises from conversations
with poets, colleagues and intimate friends. They range from a 1998 conversation on healing
programs and the fundamentals of world change to a sequence of recent indigenous literary events
on the prairies. Within the context of these conversations, an exploration emerges of the roles of
woman within local as well as historic literary and global situations. The poems draw together
diverse figures from world literature, world religions and myths to lay open the experience of
human beings within the brown-feminine. Identifying and synthesizing connections across a wide
palette of human experience, this collection challenges the divisions of personal and global,
indigenous and everyone else, all the while celebrating both the humanity and the divinity of the
Lady. Playful, erotic and occasionally harrowing, this collection bundles together experimental and
inspirational work from a longstanding voice of conscience in Canadian letters. Once again, Arnott
carries us into the most intimate terrain, casts her net widely, catches us up.
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This book is great. It is writter in simple words and not difficult to understand. I discovered this pdf from my dad and i suggested this ebook to find out.
-- Prof. Webster Barrows-- Prof. Webster Barrows

This ebook is fantastic. We have read and i also am confident that i am going to going to read through again yet again in the future. I am easily can get a
pleasure of reading a published ebook.
-- Heloise Dare-- Heloise Dare
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